Automatic palmprint identification has received much attention in security applications and law enforcement. The performance of a palmprint identification system is improved by means of feature extraction and classification. Feature extraction methods such as Subspace learning are highly sensitive to the rotation variances, translation and illumination in image identification. Thus, Histogram of Oriented Lines (HOL) has not obtained promising performance for palmprint recognition so far. In this paper, we propose a new descriptor of palmprint named Improved Histogram of Oriented Lines (IHOL), which is an alternative of HOL. Improved HOL is not very sensitive to changes of translation and illumination, and has the robustness against small transformations whereas the small translation and rotations make no change in histogram value adjustment of the proposed work. The experiment results show that based on IHOL, with Principal Component Analysis (PCA) subspace learning can achieve high recognition rates. The proposed method (IHOL-Cosine distance) improves 1.30% on PolyU I database, and similarly (IHOL-Euclidean distance) improves 2.36% on COEP database compared with existing HOL method.
Introduction
As a complementary technology for personal authentication methods, biometric identification is emerging as a powerful means for automatically recognizing identities. It concerns with identifying people by their physiological individuality such as its retina, iris pattern, fingerprint, palmprint, hand geometry and face on some behavioral aspects of voice, signature and gesture. For past decades, face, voice and palmprint identification have been widely used. A numerous biometrics have been successfully developed for different applications like ATM, colleges and school, public sectors, surveillance, airport security control and law enforcement [1] .
Palmprint methods have advantages like convenient, reliable, efficient and secure. It has fast recognition rate and speed. In recent times, palmprint is espoused for recognition by the researchers [2] . Palmprint is composed of three main kinds of features namely principal lines (generally three palm lines on the palmprint), wrinkles (weaker and irregular lines) and finally minutia (valley and ridge feature which is alike to those in finger prints). The texture and lines are the lucid feature at low resolution (<100 dpi). A numerous techniques are introduced for palmprint recognition. The coding based approaches like line feature [3] , feature points [4] , Fourier spectrum [5] , Eigen palm feature [6] , texture energy [7] , wavelet signature [8] , gabor phase [9] , competitive code [10] , statistical line based [11] , palm code etc. However, these need high standardization palmprint representation. It has been solved by using ordinal measure for common print representation [12] .
Subspace learning methods such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [13] and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) are extensively used for last two decades. These methods are not very much sensitive to rotation, illumination, translation and variance even if small variance values are appeared. Fusion based wavelet representation [14] mainly used to extract the dominant principal wrinkles and principal lines from over complete wavelet extension sub bands. These palmprint features are recognizing more effectively with low computational cost than other traits.
Literature Review
Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [15] - [17] encodes the difference between the center pixel and neighbor ones in circular sequence manner. It is very much sensitive to noise such as brightness variation in real picture. It computes large feature length for classification. Local Ternary Pattern (LTP) [18] can calculate the feature length of LBP by means of extended 3 values. LTP is less sensitive to noise.
Local Derivative Pattern (LDP) [19] proposed for obtaining the change of derivative direction among local neighbors and encodes the turning point in given direction. LDP is suffers more to higher order noise than LBP. Local Gabor Binary Pattern Histogram sequence (LGBPHS) [20] which merges the local binary pattern and magnitude of Gabor filter. It is robust to local image transformation caused by variation of illumination and noise.
To overcome these problems, Ma et al. [21] combined the Gabor filter with LBP. It is effectual but takes large computational time and cost. Ekinci and Aykut [22] proposed a novel palmprint recognition technique by integrating kernel Prinicipal Component Analysis and Gabor Wavelet Representation. The main disadvantage of GWR is high computational cost. Chu and Lie [23] take out the palm line and orientation features. They used the directional wavelet depiction. Later, Zhang and Tao [24] extract the orientation and line features effectively. They espoused radon transform and take out the Directional Representation (DR) of palmprint. This method holds a stronger discriminative information, and is sensitive to illumination change. Still, their sensitivity, translation, rotation and variance are not been solved. From the exceeding investigation, the palmprint recognition methods are mostly due to translation, rotation and illumination. HOG [25] is applied using locally normalized histogram of gradient orientations features alike to SIFT descriptors. It provides good outcome for person detection.HOG drawbacks are as follows: Gradient in HOG is not fine mean to detect the orientation of pixels and line responses. Because of different palm line have different width and there are more complicated intersections between lines.
Wei Jia [26] proposed HOL algorithm for palmprint recognition with Gabor and radon filter. It has advantages of invariance to change in illumination. It is robust to translation and rotation which makes only small change in histogram value. It performs well compare to Directional Representation, Gabor Wavelet Representation, Original representation and Local Binary Pattern. But still it has annoying Direct Component.
In this paper, we proposed an improved HOL algorithm using improved gabor filter. The natural images are better coded when viewed on logarithmic frequency scale. The improved HOL works on logarithmic frequency scale. It eliminates the annoying DC component. It improves its recognition accuracy by dividing palm image into sub region. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of palmprint identification system. In the paper [26] , Gabor filter is used to identify the orientation and line response of pixels. An alternative to the Gabor filter is the improved Gabor filter. The usual images can be well coded by this improved Gabor filter. It has Gaussian transfer function when viewed on the log frequency scale. However the Gabor filter has the transfer function when viewed on linear frequency scale. There are three main advantages of improved Gabor filter over Gabor filter. To begin with, images with wider range of spectrum cannot be filtered using single Gabor filter as the bandwidth is limited to one octave. However it is not in the case of improved Gabor. Whose bandwidth is extended that reduces the use of many filters. Secondly, it has no DC component and so the palm features can be extracted regardless of background brightness. Hence it reimburses the variations in illumination. Finally, Gabor filter center more at low frequency that causes the redundant information. On the other hand this filter overcomes it by having the extended tail which in excess of represents the high frequency components. Thus Improved Gabor filter is preferred over the Gabor filter in our improved HOL method. The Transfer function of improved Gabor filter consists of two components: angular component, which controls the orientation that the filter responds and similarly radial component, which controls the frequency band. These two gets multiplied to obtain the overall filter. The transfer function in the frequency domain is given as: (2) represents the filters center frequency is f and orientation angle of Improved Gabor filter is θ ; sigmaf is termed as radial bandwidth which is the ratio of standard deviation of Gaussian to the center frequency, thetasigma is termed as angular bandwidth to calculate the standard deviation of the angular Gaussian function used to construct the filter in frequency plane.
Proposed Feature Extraction Algorithms Improved Gabor Filter
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The Filter bank of Improved Gabor filter is created with four scales and six orientations to extract features from the palm images. It results 24 different filter transfer functions that denotes different scales and orientations as shown in Figure 2 .
The image is converted in the frequency domain to make the process faster than in spatial domain. Since convolution takes more time in spatial domain. Then the 2D FFT applied image is multiplied with the transfer functions results the 24 spectral representations for each image. Finally the spectra are then transformed into the spatial domain using 2Dinverse FFT and this process produces feature arrays of larger number. For sigmaf as 0.75 bandwidth is limited to one octave whereas sigmaf = 0.55 extends the bandwidth to two octaves. The value of angular bandwidth is set as thetasigma = 1.5 to get even spectral coverage. Thus the orientation components of this improved gabor filter make the filter robust to different orientations. 
HOL Descriptor Using Gabor Filter
where 1 i = − ; θ represents the orientation of the function; u represents as the frequency of sinusoidal wave and σ represents as the standard deviation of the Gaussian cure in (3). General algorithm for extracting orientation and the line response of the pixels in the palmprint image is as follows:
Step 1: Convolute the image I with the real part of gabor filter to generate the gabor filter bank.
Step 2: Find the orientation and magnitude response for each of the pixels in an image.
Step 3: Obtain the histogram and finally perform the normalization. Thereby descriptor can be generated.
Proposed HOL Descriptor Using Improved Gabor Filter
In [26] , Gabor filter is used to extract the line response and orientation of pixels. In this work an Improved Gabor filter is used instead of Gabor filter to generate the HOL descriptor because of the advantages described in the previous section. Based on the transfer function, Improved Gabor filter bank is generated with four scales and six orientations. Let the palmprint image be I, the steps for extracting the line response and orientation of pixels using the filter bank is explained as follows:
Step 1: Generate the filtered images by convoluting the palmprint image I with the designed improved gabor filter bank which is represented in Figure 3 .
Step 2: Then divide the obtained image into m × m non overlapping cells.
Step 3: By integrating b1 × b2 cells, a block is constructed first and overlap the adjacent blocks which is represented in Figure 4 .
Step 4: The magnitude m(x, y) and orientation θ(x, y) response for each pixel can be found using the equations given below: where * denotes the convolution operator and IG denotes improved gabor filter.
Step 5: Separate the orientation range of (0˚ to 180˚) into n bins and then calculate the histogram within cell.
( ) Step 6: By integrating all the HC's within a block (2 × 2 cells as a block), histogram for the block is obtained which is represented as:
Step 7 
In general, normalization of the feature vector is obtained as:
Feature vector feature vector sqrt norm feature vector v = +
where v is a constant which is too small used to eliminate the problem of division by zero. Then the histogram for the whole image (HOL descriptor) with N blocks is calculated by integrating all the normalized block histograms as shown in Figure 4 and is given by,
HOL NHB NHB NHB NHB (10) 
Experimental Results and Discussion

PoyU I Database
Images in Figure 5 denote the six palmprint ROI image of PolyU I database, which were collected from the similar palm but at two dissimilar sessions. Three images in Figure 5 (a) were captured in first session and the other three images in Figure 5 (b) were captured in second session. It is to be observed that there are also variations in illumination between the images captured at two sessions. Before the experiments HOL using Gabor and improved Gabor are conducted, the parameters such as size of the cell and the number of bins n, the value of filter size and theta in gabor filter, the value of frequency and orientation should be predetermined. For conducting the experiments, the size of the cell is selected as 16 × 16 and the number of bins n is espoused as 9. Consequently for the ROI palmprint image with the size of 128 × 128, there are entirely 64 cells i.e. 8 × 8 cells along with 49 blocks i.e. 7 × 7 blocks. For HOL using Gabor, the value of filter size and theta is determined as 2 and 45 respectively. The main parameters of proposed algorithm are the frequency and orientation which control the frequency and bandwidth of the filter respectively. These optimal values of selection make the algorithm to achieve the higher recognition rate. To reduce the size of the feature vector PCA has been applied. The recognition rates of existing and the proposed IHOL are obtained using PCA as a dimensionality reduction technique. For instance, feature vector size obtained from improved HOL algorithm on the PolyU I database is 1 × 8100 features. By means of dimensionality reduction technique PCA, the feature vector size is reduced to different extent. We have simulated existing algorithm such as HOG and HOL and proposed algorithm IHOL with different feature size using principle component analysis. Table 1 shows that using IHOL using vector-based subspace learning method attaining higher recognition rates. While feature dimension ranges from 100 to 200, the recognition rate of proposed method is 97%, which is a very optimistic recognition.
On comparing with HOG and HOL, higher recognition rate is obtained through IHOL algorithm. It is also to be noted that the maximum recognition rate for existing HOL algorithm is obtained when the dimension is 150. Below the dimension of 100, recognition rate is marginally decreasing which are represented in Table 1 .
In the existing method, u (frequency) is the parameter that controls the bandwidth of the filter. In the same mode, the value of frequency (f) and orientation (θ) of our improved gabor filter are to be changed and notice the far better values which give higher recognition rate. Table 2 shows that for the proposed algorithm, different wavelength (inverse to the frequency) values changing from 0.001 to 2. Table 3 shows the orientation (controlling bandwidth of filter) values ranging from pi/6 to 6pi/6 (6 orientations) are used to obtain optimal recognition value. The wavelength values greater than or less than 0.01, the performance of the filter is decreasing which is depicted in Table 2 . The filter outperforms well when the orientation value is 4pi/6 depicted in Table 3 . Hence, the determined wavelength value as 0.01 and orientation value as 4pi/6.These values provide the higher recognition rate. Table 4 shows that the identification performance of the proposed method. IHOL performs well when the training samples are increased from 500 to 700 in POLYU database. This result reveals that the proposed method is suitable for identification. We have simulated existing algorithm such as HOG and HOL and proposed algorithm IHOL with different training and testing samples. 
Experimental Results on the COEP Database
Before the experiments are conducted in the COEP database, preprocessing is done to extract the region of interest (ROI) of the palm for feature extraction. The ROI is to be determined so that there is maximum variation among different users. To extract the ROI, the steps followed are: 1) Altering the RGB image to the gray scale image; 2) Using the position tracing algorithm, identify the specified ROI 3) Using the dimensions obtained with height and width, extract the ROI form the palm image. The dimension of palm images in the database is 1600 × 1200. After perceive the ROI, the palmprint is cropped. The palmprint image is resized to 128 × 128 of resolution. The ROI is obtained from the palm image in COEP database is depicted in Figure 6 .
Images in Figure 7 signify the eight palmprint ROI images of COEP database, which is gathered from the same palm at two dissimilar sittings. Four images in Figure 7 (a) were captured during first session and the remaining four images in Figure 7 (b) were captured during second session. It can be seen that there are also variations in illumination between the images captured at two sessions. The first four palmprints in the first row Figure 7 (a) are used for the training phase and the next four palm prints in the second row Figure 7(b) are used for the testing phase. Therefore, the total number of images for the training and the testing sets are 652 and 652 respectively.
For the experiments such as HOL using gabor and proposed algorithm, the same parameters are adopted as mentioned in the experiment onPolyU I database. The frequency and orientation parameters is set as same as used in PolyU I database because the filter performance on COEP database is far closer to the performance on PolyU database. Here also, we undergo Principal Component Analysis (PCA) as a dimensionality reduction technique to condense the size of the feature vector. The recognition rates of HOG, HOL and the proposed IHOL can be obtain while using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) as a dimensionality reduction technique on the COEP database. On comparing the three algorithms, higher recognition rate is obtained through IHOL algorithm. It is also to be noted that the maximum recognition rate for the existing HOL algorithm is obtained when the dimension is 150. However, maximum recognition rate in our work is obtained when the dimension is between 100 and 200.
Below the dimension of 100, recognition rate is marginally decreasing which are represented in Table 5 . Recognition rate of three different algorithms worked on COEP database is shown in Table 6 and it depicts that our improved HOL algorithm has a good recognition performance than the other two algorithms.
Discussion
PolyU I database is a challenging database because there are several changes of illumination between the images in different sessions. The subspace learning method using the proposed achieves better recognition rate compared to existing method. It could be decided that proposed method is evincing robust to slight illumination. However recognition of proposed work is very different for two databases.
In this paper, we have mentioned that the proposed method has the robustness against small transformation because of rotation and shift values make only small changes in histogram values. For example, in our work, the size of a cell is 16 × 16, so the size of a block which contains 2 × 2 cells is 32 × 32. In Figure 8(a) , the block in the center area of palm image is represented as a black square.
In Figure 8 (b) and Figure 8 (c), block area after rotation of −5˚ and translation of three pixels respectively. The histogram values are varied in small after rotation and translation of palm print image. Therefore, it is simple to understand why our proposed work helps subspace learning method to reach desirable recognition performance. Here, some standard identification experiment for PCA techniques using PolyU I and COEP database to show that our improved method is robust to small transformations proposed method. In the first experiment, the training set is 700 images and the testing set is 300 images in probe rotate k (k = −1˚, −2˚, −3˚, −4˚, −5˚). For above mentioned methods of two databases and its recognition rate are shown in Figure 9 . These result clearly display the small rotation have the limited effect for the existing method when compared to.
In the second experiment, the training set and train set is unchanged in probe to set shift m (m = −1, 2, 3, 4, 5) pixels towards left in Figure 8(c) for HOG, HOL, and improved HOL method of PolyU and COEP database and its recognition rate are shown in Figure 10 . These result clearly display the small shift have the limited effect for the existing method when compared to proposed method. Figure 11 shows that IHOL works better with cosine distance compare to euclidean distance measure on PolyU I database. It depicts that our improved HOL algorithm has attain good recognition rate when compare to HOL algorithm in PolyU I database. In the palmprint classification stage, matching features using the Cosine distance is far better than the Euclidean distance on PolyU I database. Similarly that IHOL works better with euclidean distance compare to cosine distance measure on COEP database. It depicts that our improved HOL algorithm has attain good recognition rate when compare to HOL algorithm in COEP database. In the palmprint classification stage, matching features using the Euclidean distance is far better than Cosine distance on COEP database.
Conclusion
This paper investigated how to further increase the recognition performance of palm print recognition system. To achieve this, we have brought certain modifications to the HOL algorithm which increases the recognition rate. This improved HOL algorithm is robust to illumination changes, small variations in translation and rotation. It has the better discrimination ability than the previous HOL algorithm for palm print identification. Thus, our IHOL together with the subspace learning method such as PCA can enhance the recognition performances on PolyU I database and COEP database. In our future work, we intend to use same strategies for palm print verification. Similarly, we use certain strategies to increase the recognition rate of COEP database and by adopting various subspace learning methods.
